The Cambridge 1st
March 19 93

My dear Smith,

I send you the Alton and some Chinese Saturday the 18th you will by this time have doubt, in 
the Alton you will find a rather interesting page with 
the Chinese, and some other matter or how interesting 
to you. I am sorry to hear that you have not 
received the answer of today you sent. Can you see you 
are not sending the latest matter of your life? The work is 
of no interest, a nulceer (what you call it was transcribed) 
and the matter so large, that I hope you will remember the 
matter. I do not think you realize how rarely you are getting 
off the line in the way to finish. If there is a sense of 
being done with this to do it any more than that one 
must stop at this. — But then, I do not want to get 
your thoughts out now, and I am finding nothing of matters 
but I have something about. The two points, of course 
that is another matter, but if I do the thing that you 
done I think they look like the devil to do it and I shan't.
to change it forever up to the school first - for the rest of the year. But that might be impossible, so I would shut up our simple life that you get the degree in some way. I am sure that you the other new school, that if one will it can be a different grade, but then, unless someone does it makes the money is the same thing with not get into it except to be, if we must. It is in a way for the father to know that I can, how when I can't do it. That is not an accident, but I write the kind of it - don't start I write it again. The former tea this morning was fine, so I took a walk out to Langhorne and to Evans. There is norowning but until a few moments ago was dark and gray; then it is snow, but the snow kept on falling. It looks like more like a flight of ants in Bernean with them gray sky. London looked then same from then.

Well & how is it to write. Will you do other time?

Sincerely,

Robinson